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### Part 1

**NIR/SWIR FPAS AND APPLICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9070 02</td>
<td>A monolithic 640×512 CMOS imager with high-NIR sensitivity</td>
<td>S. Lauxtermann, Sensor Creations, Inc. (US); J. Fisher, Brandywine Photonics, LLC (US); M. McDougal, Attollo Engineering, LLC (US)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9070 03</td>
<td>Three-dimensional numerical simulation of planar P+n heterojunction In$<em>{0.53}$Ga$</em>{0.47}$As photodiodes in dense arrays part I: dark current dependence on device geometry</td>
<td>A. R. Wichman, Boston Univ. (US); R. E. DeWames, Corbin Co. (US); E. Bellotti, Boston Univ. (US)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9070 04</td>
<td>Three-dimensional numerical simulation of planar P+n heterojunction In$<em>{0.53}$Ga$</em>{0.47}$As photodiodes in dense arrays part II: modulation transfer function modeling</td>
<td>A. R. Wichman, Boston Univ. (US); R. E. DeWames, Corbin Co. (US); E. Bellotti, Boston Univ. (US)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9070 06</td>
<td>Low-noise, small SWaP, SWIR imagers for light-starved high-sensitivity applications</td>
<td>M. Delamere, Sensors Unlimited Inc. (US)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9070 07</td>
<td>Low-dark current 1024×1280 InGaAs PIN arrays</td>
<td>P. Yuan, J. Chang, J. C. Boisvert, N. Karam, Spectrolab, Inc. (US)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9070 08</td>
<td>SWIR detectors for night vision at AIM</td>
<td>H. Figgemeier, M. Benecke, K. Hofmann, R. Oelmaier, A. Sieck, J. Wendler, J. Ziegler, AIM INFRAROT-MODULE GmbH (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9070 09</td>
<td>High-performance SWIR HgCdTe FPA development on silicon substrates</td>
<td>R. Bommena, J. D. Bergeson, R. Kodama, J. Zhao, S. Ketharanathan, H. Schaake, H. Shih, S. Velicu, F. Aqariden, EPIR Technologies, Inc. (US); P. S. Wijewarnasuriya, U.S. Army Research Lab. (US); N. K. Dhar, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (US)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9070 0A</td>
<td>A miniature VGA SWIR camera using MT6415CA ROIC</td>
<td>S. Eminoglu, S. G. Yilmaz, S. Kocak, Mikro-Tasarim Ltd. (Turkey)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COUGAR: a liquid nitrogen cooled InGaAs camera for astronomy and electroluminescence [9070-134]
U. Van Bogget, V. Vervenne, R. M. Vinella, K. van der Zanden, Xenics NV (Belgium); P. Merken, Xenics NV (Belgium) and RMA (Belgium); J. Vermeiren, Xenics NV (Belgium)

Extended wavelength InGaAs infrared detector arrays based on three types of material structures grown by MBE [9070-109]
H. Gong, X. Li, T. Li, H. Tang, M. Shi, X. Shao, Shanghai Institute of Technical Physics (China); Y. Zhang, Shanghai Institute of Microsystems and Information Technology (China)

Implementation of high-dynamic range pixel architecture for SWIR applications [9070-129]
M. Yazici, H. Kayahan, O. Ceylan, S. S. Afridi, A. Shafique, Y. Gurbuz, Sabanci Univ. (Turkey)

TOMORROW'S SYSTEMS ENABLED BY TODAY'S ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

Panoramic thermal imaging: challenges and tradeoffs [9070-11]
S. Aburmad, Opgal Optronic Industries Ltd. (Israel)

High-resolution panoramic images with megapixel MWIR FPA [9070-12]
V. Leboucher, G. Aubry, HGH Systèmes Infrarouges (France)

A long-range camera based on an HD MCT array of 12µm pixels [9070-13]
D. Davy, S. Ashley, B. Davison, A. Ashcroft, R. K. McEwen, R. Moore, Selex ES Infrared Ltd. (United Kingdom)

Experimental tomographic scanning (TOSCA) imagers [9070-14]
H. Hovland, Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (Norway)

Color night vision system for ground vehicle navigation [9070-135]
E. A. Ali, H. Qadir, S. P. Kozaitis, Florida Institute of Technology (United States)

Time-resolved thermal infrared multispectral imaging of gases and minerals [9070-16]
M.-A. Gagnon, K.-A. Jahjah, F. Marcotte, P. Tremblay, V. Farley, M. Chamberland, Telops (Canada)

Infrared light field imaging using single carbon nanotube detector [9070-17]
N. Xi, L. Chen, Z. Zhou, R. Yang, B. Song, Z. Sun, Michigan State Univ. (United States)

HySpex ODIN-1024: a new high-resolution airborne HSI system [9070-136]
S. Blaaberg, T. Løke, I. Baarstad, A. Fridman, P. Koirala, Norsk Elektro Optikk AS (Norway)

Thermal imaging as a smartphone application: exploring and implementing a new concept [9070-18]
O. Yanai, Opgal Optronics Industries Ltd. (Israel)

Case study: using infrared technology for evidentiary purposes [9070-19]
N. D. Jolivet, J. Hansen, J. L. Miller, PLIR Systems, Inc. (United States); R. Beniga, R. Austria, Portland Police Bureau (United States)
### TECHNOLOGIES FOR ADVANCED APPLICATIONS

| 9070 0O | **Current status of cooled IR detectors at i3system** [9070-20] |
| 9070 0P | **Cooled and uncooled infrared detectors for missile seekers** [9070-21] |
| 9070 0Q | **OSMOSIS: a new joint laboratory between SOFRADIR and ONERA for the development of advanced DDCA with integrated optics** [9070-22] |
| 9070 0R | **Smart filters: from VIS/NIR to MW/LWIR protection** [9070-23] |

#### TYPE II SUPERLATTICE FPAS I

| 9070 0T | **InAs/GaSb superlattice detectors for the long-wavelength infrared regime** [9070-25] |
| 9070 0U | **InAs/GaSb Type II superlattice barrier devices with a low dark current and a high-quantum efficiency (Invited Paper)** [9070-26] |
| 9070 0V | **Development of bi-spectral InAs/GaSb type II superlattice image detectors (Invited Paper)** [9070-27] |
| 9070 0W | **Comparison of the electro-optical performances of MWIR InAs/GaSb superlattice pin photodiode and FPA with asymmetrical designs** [9070-28] |
9070 0Y  **MWIR superlattice detectors integrated with substrate side-illuminated plasmonic coupler**

M. Zamiri, E. Plis, J. O. Kim, S. C. Lee, A. Neumann, Univ. of New Mexico (United States); S. Myers, SKInfrared, LLC (United States); E. P. Smith, A. M. Itsuno, J. G. A. Wehner, S. M. Johnson, Raytheon Vision Systems (United States); S. R. J. Brueck, S. Krishna, Univ. of New Mexico (United States)

9070 0Z  **Pretreatment for surface leakage current reduction in type-II superlattice MWIR photodetectors** [9070-31]

H. Inada, K. Machinaga, S. B., K. Miura, Y. Tsuji, M. Migita, Y. Iguchi, Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. (Japan); H. Katayama, Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (Japan); M. Kimata, Ritsumeikan Univ. (Japan) and Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (Japan)

9070 10  **Passivation of long-wave infrared InAs/GaSb superlattice detectors with epitaxially grown ZnTe** [9070-32]

E. Plis, The Univ. of New Mexico (United States); M. N. Kutty, The Univ. of New Mexico (United States); S. Myers, SKInfrared, LLC (United States); S. Krishna, The Univ. of New Mexico (United States) and SKInfrared, LLC (United States); C. Chen, J. D. Phillips, Univ. of Michigan (United States)

9070 11  **Defect-related dark currents in III-V MWIR nBn detectors** [9070-33]

G. R. Savich, D. E. Sidor, X. Du, M. Jain, Univ. of Rochester (United States); C. P. Morath, V. M. Cowan, Air Force Research Lab. (United States); J. K. Kim, J. F. Klem, D. Leonhardt, S. D. Hawkins, T. R. Fortune, A. Tauke-Pedretti, Sandia National Labs. (United States); G. W. Wicks, Univ. of Rochester (United States)

9070 12  **Low dark current N structure superlattice MWIR photodetectors** [9070-34]

O. Salihoglu, TÜBİTAK MAM (Turkey); A. Muti, Bilkent Univ. (Turkey); R. Turan, Middle East Technical Univ. (Turkey); Y. Ergun, Anadolu Univ. (Turkey); A. Aydinli, Bilkent Univ. (Turkey)

9070 13  **New model for the ideal nBn infrared detector** [9070-35]

M. Reine, Consultant (United States); B. Pinkie, J. Schuster, E. Bellotti, Boston Univ. (United States)

9070 14  **Performance comparison of barrier detectors and HgCdTe photodiodes (Invited Paper)** [9070-36]

P. Martyniuk, A. Rogalski, Military Univ. of Technology (Poland)

9070 15  **Dark current measurement of Type-II superlattice infrared focal plane array detector** [9070-117]

M. Sakai, H. Katayama, J. Murooka, Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (Japan); M. Kimata, Ritsumeikan Univ. (Japan); Y. Iguchi, Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. (Japan)
Growth and characterization of 6" InSb substrates for use in large-area infrared-imaging applications [9070-37]
M. J. Furlong, IQE IR (United Kingdom); G. Dallas, G. Meshew, J. P. Flint, Galaxy Compound Semiconductors, Inc. (United States); D. Small, Wafer Technology Ltd. (United Kingdom); B. Martinez, IQE IR (United Kingdom); A. Mowbray, Wafer Technology Ltd. (United Kingdom)

Multi-wafer growth of GaInAs photodetectors on 4" InP by MOCVD for SWIR imaging applications [9070-38]
M. J. Furlong, IQE IR (United Kingdom); M. Mattingley, S. W. Lim, M. Geen, W. Jones, IQE Europe Ltd. (United Kingdom)

Multi-step plasma etching process for development of highly photosensitive InSb mid-IR FPAs [9070-126]
C. Seok, Seoul National Univ. (Korea, Republic of); M. Choi, I.-S. Yang, Ewha Woman's Univ. (Korea, Republic of); S. Park, Y. Park, E. Yoon, Seoul National Univ. (Korea, Republic of)

Characterization of moldable glass for imaging lenses in the shortwave infrared (SWIR) [9070-39]
A. Symmons, R. Pini, W. V. Moreshead, LightPath Technologies, Inc. (United States)

Examination of laser-induced heating on multi-component chalcogenide glass [9070-40]
L. Sisken, CREOL, The College of Optics and Photonics, Univ. of Central Florida (United States); N. Gehlich, Fraunhofer-Institut für Lasertechnik (Germany); J. Bradford, A. Abdul fattah, L. Shah, M. Richardson, K. Richardson, CREOL, The College of Optics and Photonics, Univ. of Central Florida (United States)

Laser damage resistant multiband high reflective optics [9070-41]
A. Q. Wang, Johns Hopkins Univ. (United States) and Corning Advanced Optics (United States); J. Wang, M. J. D'Allo, J. E. Platten, B. P. Roy, M. Orr, J. C. Crifasi, Corning Advanced Optics (United States)

Recent improvements on mid-IR chalcogenide optical fibers [9070-121]
C. Lafond, J.-F. Couillard, J.-L. Delarobsili, F. Sylvain, P. de Sandro, CorActive High-Tech Inc. (Canada)

Improved high operating temperature MCT MWIR modules [9070-42]
H. Lutz, R. Breiter, H. Figgemeier, T. Schallenberg, W. Schirmacher, R. Wollrab, AIM INFRAROT-MODULE GmbH (Germany)

Ultra-low power HOT MCT grown by MOVPE for handheld applications [9070-43]
L. Pillans, I. Baker, R. K. McEwen, Selex ES Infrared Ltd. (United Kingdom)
Large format 15µm pitch XBn detector [9070-44]
Y. Karni, E. Avnon, SCD Semiconductor Devices (Israel); M. Ben Ezra, Israel Ministry of
Defense (Israel); E. Berkowitz, O. Cohen, Y. Cohen, R. Dobromislin, I. Hirsh, O. Klin,
P. Klipstein, I. Lukomskey, M. Nitzani, I. Pivnik, O. Rozenberg, I. Shtrichman, M. Singer,
S. Sulimani, SCD Semiconductor Devices (Israel); A. Tuito, Israel Ministry of Defense
(Israel); E. Weiss, SCD Semiconductor Devices (Israel)

Lead salt TE-cooled imaging sensor development [9070-45]
K. Green, S.-S. Yoo, C. Kauffman, Northrop Grumman Corp. (United States)

Low-frequency noise in mid-wavelength infrared InAs/GaSb type-II superlattice based
focal plane arrays [Invited Paper] [9070-46]
M. Razeghi, A. Haddadi, G. Chen, A. M. Hoang, R. Chevallier, F. Callewaert, Northwestern
Univ. (United States)

Absorption characteristics of mid-wave infrared type-II superlattices [9070-48]
Force Research Lab. (United States)

Mid-wave infrared interband cascade photodetectors and focal plane arrays [Invited
Paper] [9070-49]
Z.-B. Tian, S. E. Goday, H. S. Kim, T. Schuler-Sandy, J. Montoya, S. Krishna, The Univ. of New
Mexico (United States)

Modeling of LWIR nBn HgCdTe photodetector [9070-132]
Z. H. Ye, Shanghai Institute of Technical Physics (China); Y. Y. Chen, P. Zhang, Shanghai
Institute of Technical Physics (China) and Univ. of Chinese Academy of Sciences (China);
C. Lin, X. N. Hu, R. J. Ding, L. He, Shanghai Institute of Technical Physics (China)

UNCOOLED FPAS AND APPLICATIONS

Uncooled digital IRFPA-family with 17µm pixel-pitch based on amorphous silicon with
massively parallel Sigma-Delta-ADC readout [9070-50]
D. Weiler, F. Hochschulz, D. Würfel, R. Lerch, T. Geruschke, S. Wall, J. Heß, Q. Wang, H. Vogt,
Fraunhofer-Institut für Mikroelektronische Schaltungen und Systeme (Germany)

Latest improvements in microbolometer thin film packaging: paving the way for low-cost
consumer applications [9070-51]
J. J. Yon, G. Dumont, V. Goudon, S. Becker, A. Arnaud, CEA-LETI-Minatec (France);
S. Cortial, C. L. Tisse, ULIS (France)

A miniature low-cost LWIR camera with a 160×120 microbolometer FPA [9070-52]
M. Tepegoz, A. Kucukkomurler, F. Tankut, S. Eminoglu, T. Akin, MikroSens Ltd. (Turkey)

Evaluation of 1/f noise in prospective IR imaging thin films [9070-53]
H. A. Basantani, D. B. Saint John, The Pennsylvania State Univ. (United States); N. J. Podraza,
Univ. of Toledo (United States); T. N. Jackson, M. W. Horn, The Pennsylvania State Univ.
(United States)
High-g launch testing of a low-cost un-cooled LWIR imager [9070-54]

Vanadium oxide thin film with improved sheet resistance uniformity [9070-128]
F. Généreux, F. Provençal, B. Tremblay, M.-A. Boucher, C. Julien, C. Alain, INO (Canada)

Part 2

EMERGING UNCOOLED TECHNOLOGIES

Nickel oxide and molybdenum oxide thin films for infrared imaging prepared by biased target ion-beam deposition [9070-55]
Y. Jin, D. Saint John, T. N. Jackson, M. W. Horn, The Pennsylvania State Univ. (United States)

Polarization selective uncooled infrared sensor using an asymmetric two-dimensional plasmonic absorber [9070-56]
S. Ogawa, Mitsubishi Electric Corp. (Japan) and NMEMS Technology Research Organization (Japan); K. Masuda, Y. Takagawa, M. Kimata, Ritsumeikan Univ. (Japan)

Vertical electrostatic force in MEMS cantilever IR sensor [9070-57]
I. Rezadad, J. Boroumand Azad, E. M. Smith, A. Alhasan, R. E. Peale, Univ. of Central Florida (United States)

Design of a nano-machined pyroelectric detector for low thermal conductance [9070-58]
Md. A. Muztoba, N. Melikechi, M. M. Rana, Delaware State Univ. (United States)

An uncooled capacitive sensor for IR detection [9070-110]
G. Siebke, K. Gerngroß, P. Holik, S. Schmitz, M. Rohloff, S. Tätzner, S. Steltenkamp, Ctr. of Advanced European Studies and Research (Germany)

A fabrication and characteristics of microbolometer detectors using VOx/ZnO/VOx multilayer thin film processing [9070-112]
M.-S. Han, D. H. Kim, H. J. Ko, J. C. Shin, H. J. Kim, D. G. Kim, Korea Photonics Technology Institute (Korea, Republic of)

Three-dimensional plasmonic metamaterial absorbers for high-performance wavelength selective uncooled infrared sensors [9070-113]
S. Ogawa, D. Fujisawa, T. Maegawa, M. Ueno, Mitsubishi Electric Corp. (Japan); M. Kimata, Ritsumeikan Univ. (Japan)

Linear bolometer array using a high TCR VOx-Au film [9070-120]
E. M. Smith, Plasmonics, Inc. (United States) and Univ. of Central Florida (United States); J. C. Ginn, A. P. Warren, C. J. Long, Plasmonics, Inc. (United States); D. Panjwani, R. E. Peale, Univ. of Central Florida (United States); D. J. Shelton, Plasmonics, Inc. (United States)
Thermomechanical characterization in a radiant energy imager using null switching
[9070-125]
J. Boroumand, I. Rezadad, A. Alhasan, E. M. Smith, R. E. Peale, Univ. of Central Florida
(United States)

Broadband absorption enhancement in an uncooled microbolometer infrared detector
[9070-139]
B. Kebapçi, O. Dervisoglu, Middle East Technical Univ. (Turkey); E. Battal, A. K. Okyay,
Bilkent Univ. (Turkey); T. Akin, Middle East Technical Univ. (Turkey)

A new digital readout integrated circuit (DROIC) with pixel parallel A/D conversion with
reduced quantization noise [9070-59]
H. Kayahan, Ö. Ceylan, M. Yazıcı, Y. Gurbuz, Sabancı Univ. (Turkey)

A high-dynamic range ROIC for SLS and other IR focal planes [9070-60]
E. Petilli, K. Stern, S. TeWinkle, Intrinsix Corp. (United States)

MT3825BA: a 384×288-25μm ROIC for uncooled microbolometer FPAs [9070-61]
S. Eminoglu, M. A. Gulden, N. Bayhan, O. S. Incedere, S. T. Soyer, C. M. B. Ustundag,
M. Isikhan, S. Kocak, O. Turan, C. Yalcin, Mikro-Tasarim Ltd. (Turkey); T. Akin, Mikro-Tasarim
Ltd. (Turkey) and Middle East Technical Univ. (Turkey)

Implementation of pixel level digital TDI for scanning type LWIR FPAs [9070-62]
O. Ceylan, H. Kayahan, M. Yazıcı, S. Afridi, A. Shafique, Y. Gurbuz, Sabancı Univ. (Turkey)

Technical considerations for designing low-cost long-wave infrared objectives [9070-63]
G. Desroches, K. Dalzell, B. Robitaille, Raytheon ELCAN Optical Technologies (Canada)

Compact multispectral continuous zoom camera for color and SWIR vision with integrated
laser range finder [9070-64]
M. Hübner, M. Gerken, B. Achtner, M. Kraus, M. Münzberg, Cassidian Optronics GmbH
(Germany)

Design challenges of variable magnification/variable object distance (VMODO) systems
[9070-65]
S. H. Vogel, C. C. Alexay, T. A. Palmer, N. J. Pollica, StingRay Optics, LLC (United States)

Folded path LWIR system for SWAP constrained platforms [9070-66]
E. F. Fleet, M. L. Wilson, D. Linne Von Berg, U.S. Naval Research Lab. (United States);
T. Giallorenzi, DCS Corp. (United States); B. Mathieu, Barry Design, LLC (United States)

Fast electrically tunable filters for hyperspectral imaging [9070-68]
V. Liberman, L. Parameswaran, C. Gear, A. Cabral, M. Rothschild, MIT Lincoln Lab. (United
States)
On the use of magnesium alloys for aerospace and defense mirrors [9070-123]
K. S. Woodard, L. E. Comstock, L. Wamboldt, J. C. Critiasi, Corning CSM Advanced Optics
(United States)

Lightweight ZERODUR: a cost-effective thermally stable approach to both large and small
spaceborne telescopes [9070-131]
T. Hull, Univ. of New Mexico (United States); T. Westerhoff, SCHOTT AG (Germany)

IR OPTICS II: BREAKTHROUGHS IN MULTIBAND MOLDABLE GLASSES

Comparison of the thermal effects on LWIR optical designs utilizing different infrared optical
materials (Invited Paper) [9070-69]
J. Huddleston, A. Symmons, R. Pini, LightPath Technologies, Inc. (United States)

Multispectral glass transparent from visible to thermal infrared (Invited Paper) [9070-70]
A. Brehault, L. Calvez, T. Pain, Lab. of Glasses and Ceramics, CNRS, Univ. de Rennes 1
(France); P. Adam, DGA/DS - Mission pour la Recherche et l’Innovation Scientifique
(France); J. Rollin, Thales Angénieux S.A. (France); X. H. Zhang, Lab. of Glasses and
Ceramics, CNRS, Univ. de Rennes 1 (France)

Multispectral optics designs using expanded glass map (Invited Paper) [9070-71]
S. Bayya, D. Gibson, V. Nguyen, E. Fleet, U.S. Naval Research Lab. (United States);
J. Sanghera, U.S. Naval Research Lab. (United States)

Sulfur copolymers for infrared optical imaging (Invited Paper) [9070-72]
S. Namnabat, College of Optical Sciences, The Univ. of Arizona (United States);
J. J. Gabriel, J. Pyun, The Univ. of Arizona (United States); R. A. Norwood, E. L. Dereniak,
J. van der Laan, College of Optical Sciences, The Univ. of Arizona (United States)

IR OPTICS III: MULTIBAND IR-GRIN LENSES

Layered chalcogenide glass structures for IR lenses (Invited Paper) [9070-73]
D. Gibson, S. Bayya, J. Sanghera, V. Nguyen, U.S. Naval Research Lab. (United States);
D. Scribner, V. Maksimovic, J. Gill, Northrop Grumman Systems Corp. (United States); A. Yi,
The Ohio State Univ. (United States); J. Deegan, Rochester Precision Optics, LLC (United
States); B. Unger, BLU Optics, LLC (United States)

EMERGING CRYOGENIC COOLERS

Optical cryocoolers for sensors and electronics (Invited Paper) [9070-76]
R. I. Epstein, ThermoDynamic Films LLC (United States); M. P. Hehlen, Los Alamos National
Lab. (United States); M. Sheik-Bahae, The Univ. of New Mexico (United States);
S. D. Melgaard, Air Force Research Lab. (United States)
CRYOGENIC COOLERS

9070 2M Adaptive vibration reduction on dual-opposed piston free displacer Stirling cooler [9070-78]
R. Arts, B. de Bruin, D. Willems, G. de Jonge, A. Benschop, Thales Cryogenics B.V. (Netherlands)

9070 2N RICOR’s cryocoolers development and optimization for HOT IR detectors [9070-79]

9070 2O Ruggedizing infrared integrated Dewar-detector assemblies for harsh environmental conditions [9070-80]
A. Veprik, N. Ashush, B. Shlimovich, Y. Oppenhaim, Y. Gridish, E. Kahanov, A. Koifman, SCD Semiconductor Devices (Israel); A. Tuito, Israel Ministry of Defense (Israel)

9070 2P AIM cryocooler developments for HOT detectors [9070-81]
I. Rühlich, M. Mai, C. Rosenhagen, A. Withopf, AIM INFRAROT-MODULE GmbH (Germany)

9070 2Q High efficiency digital cooler electronics for aerospace applications [9070-82]
C. S. Kirkconnell, T. T. Luong, L. S. Shaw, J. B. Murphy, E. A. Moody, A. L. Lisiecki, M. J. Ellis, Iris Technology Corp. (United States)

9070 2R A linear drive cryocooler for ultra-small infrared sensor systems [9070-83]
D. Rawlings, G. Averitt, DRS Technologies, Inc. (United States)

9070 2S Overview and analysis of laboratory life tests and field data for RICOR’s high reliable Cryocoolers [9070-84]
R. Moshe, S. Baruch, D. Livni, V. Segal, A. Filis, RICOR Cryogenic & Vacuum Systems (Israel)

HgCdTe

9070 2T Hemispherical curved monolithic cooled and uncooled infrared focal plane arrays for compact cameras [9070-85]
K. Tekaya, M. Fendler, D. Dumas, CEA-LETI-Minatec (France); K. Inal, E. Massoni, Ctr. for Material Forming, CNRS, Mines ParisTech (France); Y. Gaeremynck, CEA-LETI-Minatec (France); G. Druart, ONERA (France); D. Henry, CEA-LETI-Minatec (France)

9070 2U Mercury cadmium telluride focal plane array developments at Selex ES for astronomy and spectroscopy [9070-86]
I. M. Baker, SELEX ES Ltd. (United Kingdom); G. Finger, European Southern Observatory (Germany); K. Barnes, SELEX ES Ltd. (United Kingdom)
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Introduction

The Fortieth conference on Infrared Technology and Applications was held the week of May 4th-8th, 2014 at the Baltimore Convention Center in Baltimore, Maryland. The agenda was divided into 21 sessions:

1. NIR/SWIR FPAs and Applications
2. Tomorrow’s Systems Enabled by Today’s Advanced Technologies
3. Technologies for Advanced Applications
4. Type II Superlattice FPAs I
5. Keynote Session
6. Type II Superlattice FPAs II
7. Advances in Optical and Detector Materials
8. HOT: High Operating Temperature FPAs
9. Uncooled FPAs and Applications I
10. Emerging Uncooled Technologies I
11. ROIC
12. IR Optics I: Technologies and Design
13. IR Optics II: Breakthroughs in Multiband Moldable Glasses
14. IR Optics III: Multiband IR-GRIN Lenses
15. Emerging Cryogenic Coolers
16. Cryogenic Coolers
17. HgCdTe
18. HgCdTe: Reducing the Pitch
19. QWIP and Q-DOT
20. Smart Processing
21. Face Recognition

In addition, there were twenty-five poster papers presented for discussion on Tuesday evening—these have been added to the 21 sessions in the Proceedings. Highlights of six topical areas are summarized below:

- Photon Detectors
- Uncooled Detectors
- Optics
- Coolers
- Smart Processing
- Applications

Photon Detectors

NIR/SWIR FPAs and Applications

Near-infrared and shortwave infrared imaging—0.7 to 3 μm—continues to rise in popularity because of its ability to make use of sky glow to enhance performance during exceptionally dark periods of the night.

Development of SWIR FPAs is continuing in order to meet the needs of both military and commercial applications. Most of these developments make use of InGaAs, although new SWIR HgCdTe (MCT) FPAs are also being developed for applications that require longer cutoff wavelength—above 1.7 μm.

Pixel sizes of InGaAs FPAs are decreasing. Two companies reported on their 12.5 μm pitch 1280 × 1024 InGaAs FPAs. As the pixels get smaller surface leakage current must be controlled in order to keep the dark current low. One company did this with a proprietary dielectric passivation as shown in Fig. 1.

The other major source of dark current, junction diffusion current, was controlled by operating at an optimum bias voltage. The result was a total dark current of 0.7 nA/cm² at an operating temperature of 15 °C or 2.0 nA/cm² at an operating temperature of 20 °C.

Another company described its 1280 × 1024 and 640 × 512 InGaAs FPAs with 12.5 μm pixels and efforts to decrease total camera operating power. Rather than eliminating the thermo-electric cooler (TEC) com-
pletely, the company retained the TEC but used several temperature setpoints in order to reduce the TEC power. The result for a 640 x 480 camera is that power consumption remains below 2 W across a wide operating range, rising to 3 W at the extreme ends of the temperature range (-40 ºC and +80 ºC). This allows battery lifetimes of 6 hours or more using just three CR123A cells.

In another presentation, a 640 x 512 pixel, 20 µm pitch, InGaAs array was liquid nitrogen cooled for electroluminescence studies and astronomical applications. Total dark noise was only 5 electrons per pixel.

Two companies presented their results on MCT SWIR FPAs. One company grew high performance low cost MCT SWIR FPAs by MBE on 3” CdTe-buffered silicon substrates. Despite the large lattice mismatch between HgCdTe and Si substrate, the materials and detector performance are better than those reported for III-V mixed crystals. High minority carrier lifetime and low dark current densities were measured. Quantum efficiency exceeding 70% at 2.0 µm, without antireflective coating, was measured on single element detectors. FPAs were fabricated with this HgCdTe on Si material and imaging and radiometric characterization performed from 77K through room temperature.

Another company described their MCT SWIR FPAs (0.85 to 1.75 µm) that were grown lattice-matched on in-house fabricated CdZnTe substrates by a Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE) dipping process. 640x512 FPAs with 15 µm pixel pitch were processed in planar diode technology with n-on-p polarity. The company has adapted its high operating temperatures (HOT) technology that was developed for MWIR detectors SWIR detectors.

The measured dark current densities are less than one order of magnitude within the values of the empirical Rule 07 for MCT detectors with a cut-off wavelength of 1.75 µm. Thus, at an operating temperature of 240 K the measured dark current density is 2 nA/cm². (A dark current density of 1 nA/cm² or less is assumed to be required for applications under airglow.)

A comparison of the quantum efficiencies of 640 x 512 SWIR MCT FPAs with 15 µm pitch (at 210 K) and InGaAs FPAs at room temperature are shown in Fig. 2.

For NIR applications, silicon-based imagers are continuing to be improved. In particular, CMOS imagers are used in a wide variety of applications, including large numbers of cell phone cameras which are replacing standalone digital cameras and are also starting to replace video camcorders due to the availability of low cost solid state memory and high quality miniaturized optics.

CMOS sensors have also demonstrated performance unachievable by any other semiconductor imaging array in high end TV, cinematography, slow motion and low light level cameras, thus revolutionizing digital image capture in general.

However, the adoption of CMOS sensors in space and astronomy instruments has been slow. Many new remote sensing systems and telescopes are still being equipped with CCDs, although, for longer exposure time applications, science CMOS image sensors (sCMOS), have gained wide acceptance in remote sensing, biological imaging, and machine vision.

There may be two reasons why CMOS sensors have not found their way into these applications more frequently: (1) the high cost of space based systems or large telescopes which can lead designers to use field-proven solutions to minimize risk and avoid cost escalation and (2) the fact that state-of-the-art CMOS sensors are highly optimized for images visible to the human eye rather than in the NIR or UV that are critically important for scientific applications.

Fig. 2 Comparison of quantum efficiencies of InGaAs at room temperature and HgCdTe at 210 K.
One of the presentations describes a backside illuminated CMOS image fabricated on high resistivity silicon. The use of a thick photosensitive membrane allows carrier depletion with low background doping concentration while maintaining low dark current and good MTF performance. A 640 × 512 sensor was shown to have high quantum efficiency over a wide spectral range and a fast photodetector response.

**Type II Superlattice FPAs**

There were a total of eleven papers in the two sessions devoted to Type II Superlattice and Barrier detectors, and several more on this subject in the Poster session. This reflects the continued strong interest in the potential performance advantages that this technology has been predicted to have theoretically—long carrier lifetimes and a high optical absorption coefficient. Experimentally, lifetimes as long as those predicted have not yet been achieved, but improvements have been made recently for material structures that exclude gallium. Lifetimes continue to be shorter than for HgCdTe with comparable bandgaps.

Using InAs/InAsSb superlattices, and avoiding Ga to achieve longer lifetime, LWIR and VLWIR FPAs were reported. Quantum efficiency was reduced however, compared with Ga-containing structures, with LWIR values about 18% in the 8-10 µm region, but higher in the MWIR band. VLWIR D* was about 10¹⁰ Jones.

LWIR InAs/GaSb superlattices were reported. Homojunction and hetrojunction designs were compared. Fig. 3 shows the dark current vs. bias and the photocurrent vs. bias for the designs measured. Dark currents in the low 10⁻⁴ A/cm² were achieved for a 10 µm cutoff bandgap.

InAs/GaSb Type II superlattice pB-p barrier devices were reported that were designed using a modified k • p model. This paper also confirms the lower quantum efficiency of Ga-free alloys. For cutoff wavelengths in the range of 9.2 to 9.9 µm, the dark current is within about a factor of 10 of HgCdTe rule 07 as shown in Fig. 4.

Bi-spectral, MWIR/MWIR Type II superlattice FPA performance was updated showing the impact of improved passivation in reduced high-noise tails in the histograms of NE∆T values—see Fig. 5. Improvements are attributed to better passivation technology. This update covers results from a production program for a threat warning application.

![Fig. 3 Dark current density and photocurrent as a function of bias for homo- and hetro-junction Type II LWIR superlattice structures.](image1)

![Fig. 4 Comparisons of dark current density values for several InAs/GaSb pB-p absorption layer thickness designs with HgCdTe Rule 07.](image2)

![Fig. 5 NE∆T histograms with reduced high-noise tails from an ongoing MWIR/MWIR InAs/GaSb production program for a threat warning application.](image3)
MWIR InAs/GaSb superlattice pin photodiodes were evaluated for dark current, quantum efficiency, and the angular photo-response.

In another paper, MWIR InAs/GaSb superlattice detectors were combined with a plasmonic coupler to enhance the quantum efficiency. Fig. 6 illustrates how the plasmonic couplers were integrated into the structure.

Papers were presented discussing surface passivation of Type II superlattices with a nitrogen plasma and with ZnTe. Figure 7 compares the effectiveness of a variety of passivation methods in suppressing dark current in small diodes. Chlorine-doped ZnTe appears to be a promising candidate.

Fig. 6 A plasmonic coupler is fabricated on top of an MWIR Type II superlattice detector using a combination of germanium and gold.

InAs pn photodiodes and nBn detectors were compared on lattice-matched substrates and on mismatched substrates. Fig. 8 shows the dark current vs inverse temperature for the case of nBn devices. Lattice matching yields about an order of magnitude dark current reduction.

MWIR Type II superlattice detectors having an ‘N’ structure were described. The InAs-GaSb absorber layers incorporated an asymmetric AlSb barrier that the authors claim increases absorption and decreases dark current.

A model was presented for an ideal InAs nBn detector where the barrier layer is doped n-type and where the dark current is assumed to be only due to Auger-1 and radiative recombination. The model gives guidance for maximizing photocurrent and avoiding depletion regions.

Barrier detectors were compared to HgCdTe photodiodes, especially with respect to high operating temperature performance. Fig. 9 a) and b) show the comparison that was presented for the MWIR and LWIR bands (5 and 10 µm cutoff values). In spite of the many attractive features of the III-V materials, their dark current densities are higher than that of HgCdTe. To increase their competitive position, improvements in lifetime, passivation, and heterostructure engineering are needed.
SWIR detectors using InGaAs are also endeavoring to increase production capacities, in this case by MOVPE growth on multiple 4-inch InP wafers in a single run. One measure of the success of this approach is the carrier concentration depth profile shown in Fig. 11.

**High Operating Temperature (HOT) FPAs**

The goal of increasing the operating temperature of FPAs without sacrificing performance is motivated by the reduction in cooler power, improved cooler efficiency, longer cooler lifetime, smaller imager size, and lighter weight sensor systems that this makes possible. This goal is being pursued using HgCdTe, Type II superlattices, and nBn materials and has relevance especially in the MWIR and LWIR spectral bands.

Efforts to increase the operating temperature of HOT MWIR HgCdTe detectors while also reducing the number of defective pixels were summarized in one paper. Fig. 12 shows the increase in temperature at which the dark current and photocurrent become equal.
Noisy defects vs operating temperature

![Graph showing noisy defects vs operating temperature]

Fig. 13  Progress in raising the temperature at which the number of defective pixels increase.

Another paper reported increases in HOT performance of HgCdTe MWIR FPAs. Fig. 14 shows how the NEΔT distribution at 155 K with f/4 flux was tightened in the past two years, reducing the high noise tail that reflects the number of defective pixels. Fig. 15 shows imagery at three elevated temperatures—at 217 K the cooling power was less than 1 W.

Fig. 14  Reduction in the high-noise tail in an MWIR HgCdTe NEΔT histogram over the past two years.

Fig. 15  Infrared imagery from an MWIR HgCdTe FPA at three elevated temperatures.

XBn III-V InAsSb barrier detectors are being developed for HOT applications. One of these has a spectral range from 3.4 to 4.2 µm and operates at 150 K. A larger format—1280 × 1024—with 15 µm pixels was described. Fig. 16 shows the integrated detector-cooler package.

![Detector-cooler package for a large-format XBn InAsSb barrier detector]

Fig. 16  Integrated detector-cooler package for a large-format XBn InAsSb barrier detector.

The absorption coefficient of Type II superlattice materials was the subject of a detailed study. It has been observed that Ga-free materials have longer carrier lifetimes than Ga-containing constituents. The absorption coefficient of a Ga-free MWIR superlattice at 160 K was compared to that of InSb at 80 K as shown in Fig. 17. The superlattice exhibits a softer spectral cutoff compared to direct bandgap alloy materials.

Monolithic PbSe FPAs operating at 230 K with an NEΔT of 30 mK, f/1 at 400 Hz were reported. Imagery was shown—see Fig. 18. Pixel operability was over 99.5% for a 240 × 320 array having 60 µm pixels. This PbSe technology is an MWIR photon detector with a potential cost of production that compares favorably to uncooled microbolometers. Typical spectral D* values for PbSe are shown in Fig. 19.

Fig. 17  Optical absorption coefficient comparison between InSb and two Ga-free Type II superlattice designs.
The HgCdTe alloy detector—characterized by a high absorption coefficient and a long lifetime—continues to dominate the choice for a broad range of infrared applications. Aside from applications that are ideal for either InSb in the MWIR spectral band, or InGaAs in the 1.7 μm SWIR band, or those that can utilize uncooled FPAs, HgCdTe continues to be the most popular choice. Papers in this section update how HgCdTe is continuing to develop and evolve. Papers on this topic were presented in two sessions on HgCdTe detectors as well as in the HOT session, the Applications sessions, and in the Poster session.

An exciting paper was presented in which spherically-curved FPAs—both cooled HgCdTe and uncooled—were fabricated and tested. Fig. 20 shows the uncooled FPA after it was spherically shaped. Fig. 21 shows the interference pattern from a cooled HgCdTe FPA. Curved FPAs allow for optics designs that are more efficient. Detector properties were little-changed after the process. Improved MTF was illustrated for one particular design comparison.

HgCdTe FPA developments for astronomy and spectroscopy were described, as well for SWIR avalanche photodiodes. Electron-avalanche devices were reported for MOVPE grown devices that have separate absorption and avalanche regions. Fig. 22 shows the excess noise figure for an e-APD. Single-photon detection was reported. Large format arrays of 1032 × 1280 with 15 μm pitch having a source-follower per detector, and a 1048 × 2056 with 17 μm pitch have been made. Also described was an extended-range—2.5 to 10 μm—FPA capable of 1000 frames per second for an imaging Fourier spectrometer.
New threats are prompting a push to higher resolution and larger format HgCdTe FPAs using MBE growth on GaAs substrates. A progression of FPAs has been proposed as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pitch (µm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td>640 × 512</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>1024 × 768</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>1440 × 1080</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2025</td>
<td>2048 × 1536</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The pixel size is envisioned to shrink as the format goes up in proportion to maintain the use of the same dewar package. Fig. 23 shows an array of 10 µm pixels in proportion to a human hair.

Improvements in the performance and reliability of MWIR and LWIR HgCdTe detectors was described for n-on-p diodes. Among other things, the improved diodes—INP—showed much reduced random telegraph (also called popcorn or burst) noise. Fig. 24 shows the 50 × impact of the improved process on this phenomena. Device stability up to 15,000 hours was documented.

Compact plasmonic metal-insulator-metal (MIM) metamaterial antenna designs for MWIR and LWIR bands were proposed in combination with HgCdTe absorbers.

HgCdTe p-on-n detector technology with extrinsic In- and As-doping has enabled $R_0A$ performance to approach Rule 07 over a broad range of cutoff wavelengths in the LWIR-to-VLWIR range. Fig. 25 shows the improvements compared to earlier n-on-p devices.

A variety of SWIR diode results were also reported in this paper.

Fig. 22 Excess noise factors compared for LPE- and MOVPE-grown e-APDs.

Fig. 24 The number of pixels showing random telegraph noise as a function of temperature for standard- and improved- n-on-p MWIR diodes.

Fig. 23 An array of 10 µm HgCdTe pixels in comparison to a human hair.

Fig. 25 Improved p-on-n technology has enabled an increase in HgCdTe $R_0A$ values approaching Rule 07 over a wide range of LWIR-to- VLWIR cutoff wavelengths.
Reducing the pitch

Smaller pitch HgCdTe FPAs was the topic of one session. The challenges associated with obtaining small pitch—~5 µm—were outlined, including:

- pixel delineation
- pixel hybridization
- unit cell well-capacity
- dark current

Fig. 26 above shows candidate device structures. The goal is to also include operation at temperatures as high as room temperature. As part of this examination, one other detector material and device technology were compared to HgCdTe diodes varieties:

- InAsSb alloy nBn; N = 10^{16}/cm³; τ_{SR} = 400 ns.
- HgCdTe N'/P hetero-junction; P = 3×10^{15}/cm³; τ_{SR} = 4 ms.
- HgCdTe N'/N/P HDVIP homojunction; P = 2×10^{16}/cm³; τ_{SR} = 4 ms.
- HgCdTe planar P'/N hetero-junction; N = 4×10^{14}/cm³; τ_{SR} = 4 ms.
- HgCdTe planar P'/n-/N+ pIn; N = 2×10^{14}/cm³; τ_{SR} = 4 ms.

An example of the dark current predicted is illustrated in Fig. 27.

In a follow-up paper, the results of imaging with 5 µm pitch FPAs was presented. This was done with an HDVIP pixel structure. Fig. 28 shows an image from a 720 × 1280 FPA with 5 µm pixels. Quantum efficiency was reported to be 45-55 % and LWIR operability was 99.6 %.

10 µm pitch FPAs in two formats—720 × 1280 and 768 × 1024—were announced for the MWIR band. Selectable charge storage was used to adjust the gain ranges from 0.7- to 4.4 × 10⁶ electrons, together with a dynamic range of 80 dB. Fig. 29 shows NEΔT and operability as a function of temperature. Future consideration is being given to image dithering to effectively provide 5 µm pixel resolution with 10 µm pixels.

The benefits of small pixels were illustrated in a paper that first noted the significant reduction in false alarm rates that is possible because a true alarm will create a point-spread function blur in a group of pixels while a noise spike is likely to be confined to a

Fig. 26 Candidate pixel designs for small pitch: a) mesa p'In, b) HDVIP or Loophole, c) planar-implanted junction pIn.
single pixel. Fig. 30 illustrates this concept. The paper also described the development of a readout with a 2 Mpixel format of 5 µm pixels designed to provide correlation and noise reduction directly in the readout. Fig. 31 shows a photo of the readout.

Another paper on this general topic of small pixels considered the implications of pixel reduction on the modulation transfer function—MTF. Experimental measurements were compared to results from finite element modeling so that a variety of general mitigation factors could be considered. Fig. 32 compares experimental data and the model for two pixel sizes and for a variation of diffusion lengths. The impact of surface recombination and crystal potential fields were also considered along with mesa etch depth.

**QWIP and Q-Dot FPAs**

Quantum well and dot structures were discussed in three papers at the conference. In the first of these, an optical ring resonator was considered for boosting QWIP quantum efficiency. A variety of designs were modeled, followed by some experimental verification. Peak quantum efficiency of 30 % was achieved together with about 10 % collection efficiency. Higher values of quantum efficiency were modeled, but the model showed that there was a trend towards lower quantum efficiency with smaller pixels as shown in Fig. 33. A 640 × 512 FPA was demonstrated.

A second paper explored plasmonic structures to enhance quantum dot detectors—one design had narrow spectral response while another had a broader band response.

Colloidal PbS quantum dot devices were studied as a possible low-cost SWIR detector.
Uncooled Detectors

Emerging Uncooled

While microbolometers based on VO$_x$ and $\alpha$-Si have shown remarkable resilience against changes in market requirements for both performance and cost, there remains considerable interest in finding better ways to sense infrared radiation. Activities include new materials, more efficient absorbers, and innovative concepts. A U.S. university is investigating both nickel oxide and molybdenum oxide as materials having potential for improved process controllability by virtue of reduced sensitivity to the partial pressure of oxygen during material deposition. Molybdenum in particular is remarkable for the fact that the natural logarithm of its resistance varies linearly with temperature, as shown in Fig. 34, implying that its TCR is nearly constant with temperature.

In developments in Japan, an asymmetric plasmonic structure has been shown provide wavelength and polarization selectivity of absorption.

A paper presented by a U.S. university described analysis and experiment that verified the existence of a repulsive electrostatic force sufficient to overcome the Casimir force, which is the source of the “stiction” problem in MEMS devices. That permits fabrication of a unique null-switching infrared detector having inherently digital output. In a poster paper they also analyzed the effect of thermo-mechanical noise on this detector. In this device a bi-material cantilever initially makes contact with an electrode on the substrate. A repulsive electrostatic force is suddenly activated, which moves the cantilever away from the substrate. A clock is then activated, and the applied voltage is ramped downward. The number of clock cycles until the cantilever again contacts the electrode is a measure of the radiation absorbed by the cantilever. The thermodynamic oscillation of the cantilever, primarily at its resonant frequency, is the dominant noise source.

An interesting approach by another U.S. university to achieve very high thermal isolation includes a web-like structure such as that shown in Fig. 35. The balanced mechanical design potentially permits long thermal conduction paths using nano-scale structures. So far, the effort has been limited to analysis, and the structures contemplated are large relative to state-of-the-art bolometers. Nevertheless, it represents another arrow in the quiver of the pixel designer.

In a very unusual approach in Germany, devices have been fabricated based on what is believed to be the operating mode of infrared receptors in the Mela-nophila acuminata jewel beetle. A micro chamber between two silicon wafers contains a fluid that expands upon absorption of infrared radiation, and in doing so moves one plate of a capacitor. A narrow channel connects the chamber to a reservoir, providing a high-pass filter that eliminates spurious response to gradual ambient temperature changes.

A South Korean institute has demonstrated films of VO$_x$/ZnO/VO$_x$ with a TCR of -3.12 % and a resistance...
of about 80 kΩ/square in a structure of 60 nm VOₓ, 10 nm ZnO and 10 nm VOₓ. The constituent films were deposited at room temperature, and the composite structure was annealed at 300 °C in oxygen.

A poster paper from Japan presented the results of a design study of 3-dimensional plasmonic infrared absorbers comprising a 2-dimensional array of micro-patch antennas on posts that elevated them 150 nm above a bottom plate of the same material, gold. They found that the absorption was sharply peaked at a wavelength approximately proportional to the size of the micropatches, and that it was more sharply peaked if they were square rather than round. While the studied design included a relatively thick 200 nm bottom plate, it can be thinned significantly because of the small skin depth in gold. This technology is intended to enable detectors arrays wherein interspersed sub-arrays respond to different sub-bands of the IR spectrum. Along similar lines, a poster paper from Turkey showed enhanced absorption by using a planar array of plasmonic structures on the absorber.

A poster paper from a small U.S. business and a university presented results for a bolometer array using gold-doped VOₓ, which lowered resistivity while maintaining a respectable TCR. Measured detector performance equates to a system NE∆T of less than 100 mK.

**Uncooled**

Uncooled IR microbolometer arrays continue to find application in many and varied places. Advancements include reductions in cost as well as improvements in performance, and the factors being addressed include packaging, readouts, pixel design and fabrication, and materials quality. Papers in the Uncooled FPAs and Applications session and the poster session were concerned with all these issues.

A new family of 17 µm microbolometer arrays from Germany includes a 640 × 480 version and a previously introduced 320 × 240 version, both incorporating massively parallel 16-bit sigma-delta ADCs located under the active array. The average f/1 NE∆T for those arrays is around 70 mK for a 30 Hz frame rate. The arrays are packaged chip scale; i.e., the array die are covered with an IR-transparent window separated from the array by a solder frame, as show in Fig. 36.

The development of pixel-level packaging for very low-cost sensors continues to progress in France. Fig. 37 shows such a device. The pixels of a microbolometer array are individually sealed by depositing an IR-transparent silicon film on top of a second sacrificial layer. Small holes in the silicon film facilitate the release etch, and the holes are afterward plugged by deposition of an anti-reflection coating. An 80 × 80 demonstration array indicates the initial package vacuum supports f/1 NE∆T in the range of 70 mK and pixel operability of 99.7 %.

Another approach to low-cost sensors is in development in Turkey—see Fig. 38. It uses bulk micromachining for more rigorous compatibility with a standard CMOS process, sacrificing sensitivity in the interest of substantial cost reductions. A standard met-

**Fig. 36** Realization (left) and principle (right) of a chip-scale vacuum package.

**Fig. 37** Pixel-level packaging: left—schematic; center—SEM top view; right—SEM cross section.

**Fig. 38** Illustration of an ideal fabrication process as only one mask process step is required and no deposition step is used since the CMOS devices are used as the temperature sensing active material. The silicon beneath the detector bridge is etched in order to thermally isolate the detector bridge.
al layer serves as the mask for etching away silicon to release the bolometer structure. The sensor under development is a 160 × 120 array of 70 µm pixels operating at 30 Hz. The device power dissipation is 50 mW with analog output, and it is packaged at the wafer level. The f/1 NETD is less than 350 mK in a 1.65-in³, 15-gram camera dissipating 625 mW.

A U.S. university is investigating the tradeoffs of resistance, TCR and 1/f noise in VOₓ. The presence of 1/f noise in standard bolometric materials remains a limitation of bolometer technology. Increasing material resistivity generally increases TCR, but it also increases 1/f noise. The precise nature of the tradeoff is complex, because dynamic range, power dissipation and variability with ambient temperature also enter into the picture. The understanding is further complicated by the dependence of 1/f noise on the degree of crystallinity and the details of the deposition conditions.

The cost, performance, size and weight of uncooled IR sensors have made possible their implementation in smart munitions. A potentially serious impediment to their widespread use in such applications is the ability of the seemingly fragile pixel structures to withstand the excessive shock environments association with the firing and/or launching of munitions. A U.S. university has demonstrated that a microbolometer sensor, properly configured, can survive a 20,000-g shock and maintain it original performance.

In another development, a Canadian company has grown vanadium oxide films having nonuniformity of less than 2.5% rms across the entire 150 mm wafer, a four-fold improvement over previous results. This improvement was measured using a 4-point probe, and the results were confirmed using resistor bridge structures.

**Optics**

Four sessions were devoted to infrared optics – 3, 12, 13 and 14. Session 12 was focused on optical design while the three others discussed revolutionary developments in infrared materials – these are expected to have a strong influence on future designs.
time long range target acquisition over sea in good and poor visibility conditions.

The optical and mechanical design challenges of a zoom system operating through a range of working distances while at the same time allowing a smoothly varying magnification range were discussed. The resulting elegant system is shown in Fig. 42.

A hyperspectral airborne pushbroom imaging spectrograph was presented in the applications session. Instead of using a pushbroom solution, one might consider an FPA combined with an electrically tunable narrow wavelength spectral filter having a msec response. Such a system would be less bulky and fragile. One research group presented a tunable reflective filter based on coupling plasmonic antenna arrays with liquid crystals—see Fig. 43 for an example of reflectance response.

Multispectral and hyperspectral systems are designed to increase target acquisition performance as well as to answer SWaP-C requirements for military and paramilitary systems. While today’s FPAs can potentially enable compact, lightweight multiband spectral systems, there are few optical materials covering the SWIR – LWIR transmission range. The results of this is that several optical materials are needed to correct for chromatic aberrations over a broad wavelength spectrum – adding size and excessive weight to the systems.

Several laboratories presented results of their efforts to fill up the infrared glass map – closing the many gaps in the refractive index values. Foremost among these is the U.S. NRL. The Abbe numbers for their 13 new materials are shown in Fig. 44. In cooperation...
with U.S. Army NVESD’s optics group they demonstrated design examples showing the strong impact of the new glasses on cooled and uncooled systems. By substituting new glasses for the traditional crystal materials it was shown in one case that the number of elements could be reduced from 4 to 2!

A French group, led by the University of Rennes, has added CsCl to a binary GeS$_2$-Ga$_2$S$_3$ material system and achieved good transmission from Visible to LWIR—see Fig. 45. Inclusion of the Visible band is important for reducing system size and weight in UAV, handheld and head-mounted systems. The material is moldable and, therefore, much less costly than the polycrystalline Cleartran (ZnS).

A university group reported on their investigation of organic polymers as possible alternative to inorganic metal oxide, semiconductor, or chalcogenide-based materials for optical components. They demonstrated that sulfur copolymers, obtained by using an inverse vulcanization process, possess low absorption in Visible to MWIR spectral bands—see Fig. 46.

One company addressed the thermal effects on LWIR optical designs. A new athermal analysis methodology, which includes optomechanical considerations—see Fig. 47—was established. Following a comparison of the different lens materials, the advantages of chalcogenide materials were pointed out.

### Coolers

The Cryocoolers for Infrared Detectors session was divided into two parts. The first part addressed emerging cryogenic cooler technologies and the second part discussed fine progress in the more “traditional” mechanical coolers.

Mechanical compressors and expanders, essential components of today’s cryogenic coolers, are sources of audible noise and vibration export. They also cause limited life and awkward packing of the sensor system. Several laboratories are developing new and improving old non-mechanical technologies for cryogenic cooling. Among these are optical cooling, using fluorescence, and thermoelectricity (TEC).

One group, consisting of scientists from industry, university and the U.S. Air Force Res. Lab., explained the basic operation of optical cryocoolers. See illustration in Fig. 48. Fig. 49 shows how the cooling temperature depends critically on the class of materials used. The achieved cooling temperature of 93 K is already sufficiently low to cool all infrared detectors belonging to the HOT class.
It should be noted that fine progress has been reported elsewhere for emerging cryogenic coolers based on the second technology—thermoelectricity (TEC). Cooling temperatures well below 170 K have been achieved using a superlattice structure material. Presentation of continued progress in both technologies are planned for SPIE’s 2015 IRT&A conference.

While developers of the emerging technologies attempt to reach cooling temperatures as low as those required for today’s HOT FPAs and beyond, manufacturers of mechanical cryo-coolers are aiming for cooling temperatures as high as those of HOT in order to improve the cooler’s SWAP-characteristics. Low input power to the cooler is an important part of the SWAP requirements. The relation between power consumption and operating temperature is illustrated in Fig. 50.

Three companies addressed HOT mechanical cryo-coolers. They all discussed linear coolers while one also demonstrated rotary coolers. All reported cooling temperatures between 150 K and 160 K with 2 W DC power consumption.

Among other important aspects of the mechanical cryo-coolers that were discussed are:

- Effective suppression of exported vibrations caused by motion of the free moving displacer of a Stirling cold finger.

- Development of special approaches to ruggedizing the sensitive components of cryogenically cooled infrared electro-optical payloads that are required to operate and survive frequent exposure to vibration and temperature extremes typical of the modern battlefield.
• Development of a family of high end digital cryo-cooler electronics which will address the widest possible range of aerospace infrared sensor applications.

• Improving reliability evaluation models for estimation of cryo-cooler reliability and MTTF.

Smart Processing

This session primarily covers advances in detector readout technology that include functionality beyond simple signal/image acquisition.

Fusion of visible and LWIR imagery was the subject of the first paper in this session, with an emphasis on minimizing latency. The steps that are necessary to enhance, align, rotate, parallax shift, and combine the visible and IR frames is described. Fig. 52 gives an example of the IR imagery contrast is enhanced. All steps are accomplished in less than 1 msec.

Digital readouts with digitization in the pixel have been a popular topic for several years now. One paper took this concept a step further, adding on-chip signal processing to enable low-latency—less than 10 µsec—implementation of functions for applications such as centroid trackers, Shack-Hartman wavefront sensors, and Fitts correlation trackers. The bandwidth of the outgoing data flow is reduced by as much as 80% because the data had been preprocessed. Fig. 53 shows the unit architecture of the multiply-accumulate circuitry.

One method for overcoming atmospheric turbulence distortion is to collect regions of image frames from so called “lucky frames” where the distortion happens to be minimal in a portion of the frame. The fusion of these regions gives an improved resolution image while sacrificing frame rate. Hardware implementation using parallel processing with field-programmable gate arrays—FPGAs—has enabled this approach to be accelerated.

Imaging with readouts that have computational capabilities on the FPA was reported. Two examples illustrated this concept, one for SWIR and one for visible. Fig. 54 shows the front and back of a camera built around the visible sensor.

A biologically-inspired infrared imager with on-chip object computation was described with a SWIR response. The chip has the capability for temporal and spatial processing and is being applied to detect pixel-level intensity changes and correlate them with nearby pixel changes. Fig. 55 shows a block diagram of the imager together with normal and reduced data output.
Applications

Presentations focusing on applications of the various infrared technologies in systems and subsystems were presented in Oral Sessions 2, 3, 21, and in the Poster Session. As applications are the main drivers for technology R&D, references to system applications can be found throughout the Proceedings.

The applications for panoramic imagers have multiplied during the last decade. Chief among them are IR Search and Track (IRST) warning sensor systems against aerial threats, perimeter security and situational awareness for autonomous vehicles.

Challenges and trade-offs involved in designing panoramic sensor systems were discussed. Use of a unique 360° lens design, stitching of three 120° sectors, and a continuously scanning solution were considered. One company presented their estimated target acquisition ranges for two slow 0.5 Hz frame rate, high spatial resolution scanning IRSTs—see Fig. 56.

Multi-spectral and hyper-spectral imaging is often used to support the process of target recognition at long ranges where the acquisition system’s spatial resolution is insufficient.

A Norwegian and Canadian company have partnered in order to offer hyper- and multi-spectral solutions covering the entire visible to LWIR spectrum. The former company presented its NIR/SWIR airborne hyperspectral system delivering 6 nm spectral resolution based on transmission gratings. See system overview in Fig. 57.

Fig. 55  Block functional diagram of dual mode SWIR imager with a normal video frame (left) and Spatial-Temporal reduced frame (right) using on sensor computation of intensity variations/motion.

Fig. 56  360° IR imager detection, recognition, and identification ranges.

Fig. 57 Overview of airborne NIR/SWIR hyperspectral system.
The Canadian LWIR multispectral system employs an 8-channel continuously rotating filterwheel—see Fig. 58. Examples of spectral investigation of chemical nature of gas and minerals where presented. Discrimination between signals due to emissivity and temperature differences were shown.

MWIR detectors based on HgCdTe and InSb materials, cooled to 77 K, with pixel counts up to 1280 × 1024 were discussed for applications ranging from satellite-borne cameras to missile seekers. For the latter application XBN-InAsSb and epi-InSb at higher temperatures enable faster cool-down and higher sensitivity. Uncooled microbolometers were considered for short and middle range missile seekers due to their lower cost and size and near-immediate readiness. Their increased sensitivity due to process modifications is illustrated in Fig. 59.

Thermal imagers having pixel counts varying between 1 and 1 million were presented. The one based on a single SWIR element made use of a tomographic scanner—claimed to the first operating in the IR region.

The mega-element MWIR imager was designed for border surveillance operation over long ranges. The high target acquisition performance was achieved by use of a small pixel size, a continuous zoom lens, and a novel turbulence mitigation algorithm—see Fig. 60.

Several other applications were demonstrated. Among them were:

- A LWIR microbolometer which may be clipped on any smartphone for use in short range thermography or in defense / security scenarios. With one of a set of interchangeable lenses detection of a man at 500 m range was reported—see Fig. 61.

- Infrared imagery used forensically as evidence in court was demonstrated. The evidence supported police in prosecuting an in-
Facial recognition plays a crucial role in many law enforcement scenarios. During the last decade many researchers have developed methods of face recognition based on reflective NIR and SWIR imaging.

Two groups presented results from their investigations into facial detection and recognition using the reflective parts of the IR spectrum. Irradiation of the face was used by both groups. One group made NIR tests at ranges up to 3 m. Algorithms for image preparation and face acquisition were discussed.

The other group developed an active SWIR imaging system enabling autonomous facial identification of moving subjects at distances above 100 m. Fusing of multiple images was found to be necessary for positive identification.

All infrared systems mentioned above may be incapacitated by a laser, or a strong flashlight or the sun irradiating the detector. The use of a designating laser to assist in target identification and tracking (See-Spot) can lead to transient dazzling or permanent damage of the sensor system. One company presented a novel passive threshold-triggered protection filter operating in the Visible to LWIR spectral region. The filter temporally blocks the damaging radiation while continuously transmitting the remaining scene.

**Keynote address**

The presentation-only keynote address discussed 1/f noise as possibly being a consequence of the turbulent flow of electronic charge—electronic gas. Central to this investigation is the question of whether the two standard equations of electron transport in semiconductors—drift and diffusion—should be supplemented by the Navier-Stokes equations that describe turbulent flow of gases and fluids. Clues about this idea originated with peculiar nature of the large difference in the strength of 1/f noise in HgCdTe depending upon whether the charge flow is relatively uniform such as from diffusion or photocurrent, or localized such as from GR centers or surface states that create small current jets—see Fig. 63. This difference in the strength of 1/f noise per unit of current has been confirmed to also occur for currents in silicon photodiodes. Theoretical calculations are being made to compare a
Navier-Stokes model to predictions. Experiments to compare the data from Si and Ge photodiodes are also underway. Another test is suggested in Fig. 64 where it is postulated that the magnitude of 1/f noise will be greater in one of the two directions of bias voltage in a semiconducting structure.

![Graph of alpha values](image)

**Fig. 63** Alpha values — $\alpha = \text{noise@1 Hz/diode current}$ — for a string of HgCdTe photodiodes at a fixed temperature. The induced photocurrent was much greater than the dark current.

![Diagram of semiconducting structure](image)

**Fig. 64** 1/f noise is predicted to be much greater for one bias direction compared to the other because one should be largely turbulent while the other should be mostly laminar.

**40th Anniversary of Infrared Technology and Applications**

2014 was the 40th Anniversary of this conference. In August last year, Bjørn Andresen was presented with the SPIE Board of Directors award for his continuing stewardship. At our meeting in Baltimore, a cake was enjoyed by the attendees in honor of this anniversary.

![Image of cake and conference poster](image)

40th Anniversary poster and cake to celebrate our Infrared Technology and Applications Conference!

![1/f noise comparison graph](image)
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